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Abstract

The purpose of the experimental program report-
ed herein was to evaluate and compare the relative
aero-acoustic effectiveness of two core engine oup-
prensors, a contractor-designed suppressor delivered
with the Quiet Engine, and a NASA-designed suppres-
sor, designed and built subsequently. The NASA sup-
pressor was tested with and without a splitter mak-
ing a total of three configurations being reported
in addition to the baseline hardwall case. The aero-
dynamic results are presented in terms of tailpipe
pressure loss, corrected net thrust, and corrected
specific fuel consumption as functions of engine
power setting. The acoustic results are divided in-
to duct and far-field acoustic data. The NASA-
designed core suppressor did the better job of sup-
pressing aft end noise, but the splitter associated
with it caused a significant engine performance pei:-
alty. The NASA core suppressor without the splitter
supprensed most of the c-re noise without any engine
performance penalty.

Introduction

To achieve core engine noise suppression for
the approach flight condition of a typical CTOL
mission, many types of suppressors have been pro-
posed. The purpose of the experimental program re-
ported herein was to evaluate and compare the rela-
tive aero-acoustic effectiveness of two core engine
suppressors, a contractor-designed suppressor de-
livered with the Quiet Engine, and a NASA-designed
suppressor, designed and built subsequently. The
NASA suppressor was tested with and without a split-
ter making a total of three configurations being
reported in addition to the baseline hardwall case.

As a part of the NASA Quiet Engine contractor
program, a core suppressor was designed and tested
on Quiet Engine "C". The design was aimed mainly at
suppression of turbine noise at approach power and
its attenuation characteristic was centered at a
frequency of 5000 Hertz. The mechanical design was
selected in consideration of types of acoustic ma-
terials available, methods of fabrication, and duty
cycles required. This information was presented in
Refs. 1 and 2. The performance of this configura-
tion was reported in Refs. 2 and 3 and showed that
the totally suppressed engine was aft-end noise
dominated over the range of engine power settings.

In an effort to provide a greater suppression
of the core noise, a second suppressor was designed
having upstream and downstream sections, each de-
signed for different frequencies. Single degree of
freedom (SDOF) treatment was used in each section.
The second suppressor incorporated a tailpipe split-
ter to improve the suppression at a frequency of
6300 Hz centered around the turbine tones. The sec-
ond section of treatment was designed for 2500 Hz
(much lower than the lowest frequency turbine tones),
to suppress other broadband noise emanating from the
core. The splitter was designed so that it could be
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removed, resulting in a third configuration to,be
evaluated,

The three configurations, the contractor design
and the NASA design with and without the splitter,
were evaluated aero-acoustically on Quiet Engine "C"
at the Engine Noise Test Facility of NASA Lewin
Research Center. The core suppressor configurations
were tested over a range of engine power settings
from approach to takeoff. Fan noise was suppressed
forward by a sonic inlet described in Ref. 4 in its
takeoff cu figuration, and aft by a massive aft fan
suppressorll 3) so that the aft core ,nofse could be
measured, x coplanar fan and core nozzle arrangement
was installed to minimize the turbulent mixing zone
between the fan and core jets resulting in a reduc-
tion in the jet exhaust s9qui!ppd scatteringl(b) and also
to minimize haystecking"k 6). This permitted the
better discrimination of the various turbine tones
and consequently allowed the noise reduction of the
core suppressor to be measured more accurately in
the far field. Aerodynamic performance tests as well
as bath far-field and duct acoustic tests were per-
formed and results are compared herein to baseline
test results of the engine with no core acoustic
treatment. Results from the acoustic suppression
prediction method of Ref. 7 are compared with tho
experimental results.

Apparatus and Procedure

Facility Descrfution

The test program was performed at the Engine
Noise Test Facility located at Lewis Research Center
adjacent to, but sufficiently far from the Flight
Research Building so that accurate acoustic measure-
ments could be obtained. The facility in shown
schematically in Fig. 1.

The 17 far-field microphones were at the same
height as the engine centerline, 3.96 m (13 ft), on
a 45.7-m (150-ft) radius spaced every loo from the
inlet axis to 1600. The reflecting plane was hard
pavement. Ground microphones were installed at 1100,
1200, 1300, and 1400 from the inlet axis.

A photograph showing the installation of Quiet
Engine "C" at the Engine Noise Test Facility is pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Engine operation was controlled
from the Flight Research Building where the noise
instrumentation and analysis equipment were located.

Ermine Dencrintion

The NASA Quiet Engine "C", a low noise tech-
nology turbofan demonstrator, was designed, built,
and acoustically evaluated under the NASA/GE Experi-
mental Quiet Engine program. The 97,900-newton
(22,000-1b) thrust class turbofan consisted of a
newly developed, high tip speed, single-stage fan.
It was designed for the altitude cruise condition
with a corrected tip speed of 472 m/sec (1550 ft/
sec) at a bypass pressure ratio of 1.6, and with a
corrected fan flow of 415 kg/sec (915 lb/sec). The



duction in predicted suppression from 20.3 to 5.6 dB
at a frequency of 6300 Hertz. The predicted re-
duction at 2500 Hertz also drops from 16 to 10 dB.
This is because the "Skirt" of off-peak attenuation
of the high fregc+ney treatment also drops when the
peak attenaution ,_ops at 6300 Hertz. The off-peak
attenuation or "skirt" of configuration 1 has a
flatter slope than the other configurations. This
characteristic is caused by the prediction program
which treats configuration 1 as an "overdamped"
liner. Overdamping occurs when the resistance ratio
(S/BOpt) exceeds unity.

The aerodynamic design of the splitter used in
configuration 2 wan carefully considered to minimize
any additional tailpipe pressure loss. A potential
flow analysis was used and wall curvature of the
leading edge of the splitter was designed to mini-
mize the possibility of separation over the range of
engine flow conditions. Additional design details
are presented in Appendix A.

The mechanical design of configuration 2 Clan
entailed some problems in consideration of the ef-
fects of the engine environment on the suppressor
structure. These are treated in some detail in
Appendix B.

Fully Swaresned Engine Configuration

fan had 26 enshrouded rotor blades and 60 outlet
guide vanes. Further details are presented in
Ref. 3.

Core 8uoorennor Denim

A schematic of the contractor-designed core
suppressor (hereafter referred to as configuration
1) is presented in Fig. 3. The acoustic treatment
was of the SDOF type with a 7% porosity face plate
and a total thickness of 0.64 cm (0.25 in.). The
face plate had a thickness of 0.508 son (0.020 in.).

A schematic of the NASA designed core suppres-
sor (hereafter referred to as configuration 2) is
presented in Fig. 4(a) and a photograph in shown in
Fig. 4(b). The instrumentation shown is discusned
in the "Experimental Methods" section of thin report.
Two sections of treatment with two thicknesses were
provided with a aplitter in the upstream, high fre-
quency section. The splitter reduced the frequency
parameter, fH/c, and increased the average length
to height ratio, L/H, both of which increased the
effectiveness of the treatment in that section. The
splitter was removable so that the performance
penalty/noise suppression tradeoff could be measured.
It was realized that the splitter used in this design
might cause more pressure drop than would be desir-
able necessitating a new tailpipe design. However,
a new tailpipe design was not considered economical
for this demonstration test. The configuration with
the splitter removed will hereafter be referred to
as configuration 3.

The fully suppressed engine configuration em-
ployed in these tents is shown schematically in
Fig. 7. Details of the acoustic treatment in the
inlet and aft fan ducts are also shown. The acous-

The design goal for configuration 2 was deter- 	 tic performance of this configuration was reported
mined from the NOY-weighted baseline spectrum data at in Ref. 4. Shown also in Fig. 7 is the co-planar
engine approach power obtained by the contractor in 	 nozzle extension which was used for the majority of
his tests of Engine "C. These data are presented 	 the tests.
in Fig. 5. The assumption was made that all the
NOY-weighted spectrum measured at 120 0 in the far	 Experimental Methods
field above a level of 68 dB was emanating from the
core. By suppressing the NOY-weighted spectrum 	 Aerodynamic and acoustic data were obtained
down to a level of about On dB, it was hoped that 	 over a range of corrected fan speeds from 55 to 93
essentially all of the turbine and other core noise 	 percent of design for all three core suppressor con-
above a frequency of 500 Hz could be effectively	 figurations and the hardwall baseline configuration.
eliminated. With this goal in mind, many acoustic
liner designs were analyzed in an effort to reach	 The acoustic instrumentation and data recording
the suppression required. The acoustic liner design system had a flat response over the frequency range
method described in Ref. 7 along with the design 	 of interest (50 to 20,000 Hz). Data signals were
constraints of not extending the tailpipe resulted	 17.1 recorded from all channels simultaneously on
in a design which incorporated a splitter in the 	 magnetic tape. Each of the three samples for a
high frequency section. Another constraint imposed 	 given corrected fan speed was reduced separately by
by the hardware can be seen in Fig. 4(a). The down- using a 1/3-octave-band analyzer. The resulting
stream end of the low frequency section had no treat- sound pressure levels were arithmetically averaged,
meat on the outside wall because no room existed for adjusted to standard day atmospheric conditions;
the thick treatment. The result was that the last	 and side-line perceived noise levels were calculated
19 cm (7.5 in.) of treatment on the tailcone had a 	 using the standardized procedures presented in Ref.
very large average effective passage height of 58 cm 8. The narrow band data reported herein are given
(23 in.), which was two times the average passage 	 as measured without any correction.
height of 29 cm. For the high frequency treatment,

t

an average length of only 21.9 cn: (8.6 in.) in the
outer passage had like treatment opposite. With
the splitter removed, the average L/H value for the
high frequency section of treatment decreased from
2.42 to 1.09.

The predicted acoustic suppression of the con-
figurations using the method of Ref. 7, along with
the design goal for configuration 2 are presented
in Fig. 6. The design center frequency of suppres-
sion for configuration 1 was 5000 Hz. The two types
of treatment employed in configurations 2 and 3 had
design center frequencies of 2500 and 6300 Hz. The
effect of removing the splitter causes a drastic re-

Aerodynamic instrumentation was located in
planed identified in Fig. 8. The total pressures
and temperatures at the turbine outlet and the core
nozzle outlet stations were located on centers of
e qual flow areas. The spacing of the total pres-
sures measured at the nplitter station is indicated
in Fig. 9. The pressures, temperatures, and other
outputs were received as millivolt signals by the
facility data system, digitized and transmitted
from a local minicomputer to a remote data collec-
tor at the laboratory main computer facility. A
laboratory computer then reduced the data to appro-
priate aerodynamic parameters. Thrust was measured
with a load cell and corrected in the following
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manner. The axial component of the wind velocity
Into the inlet was multiplied by the engine mass
flow and divided by the gravitational constant.
The resulting term was added to the thrust measured
by the load cell. Ito thrust correction was made for
winds coming from the rear quadrants of the engine.

In-duct acoustie ' data were obtained using tra-
veraing probes at the core nozzle outlet station
(fig. 8). These area -weighted data measured down-
stream of the core suppressor treatment were oub-
tracted from similar acoustic probe data obtained
from the baseline configuration (with no acoustic
treatment) to yield (1WL) sound power level reduc-
tion in each 1/3-octave band.

Flyover noise time histories were calculated
for a constant airplane altitude and using each far-
field microphone reading extrapolated to the proper
distance and adjusted for the number of engines am-
sumed. (in this case four, assuming a D707/DC8 type
airplane. The altitude assumed for the approach
flyover was 114 m (375 ft).)

Results and Discussion

The aerodynamic results are presented in terms
of tailpipe pressure Iona, corrected net thrust, and
corrected specific fuel consumption an functions of
corrected fan speed.

The acoustic results are divided into duct and
far-field acoustic data. The duct data are dis-
played as RM sound power level reduction across
the tailpipe treatment as a function of frequency
for approach and takeoff power settings. The far-
field acoustic data at both approach and takeoff
power settings are shown as functions of sideline
perceived noise level (PRL) directivftiea, Detail-
ed 1/3-octave bond and narrowband spectra are pre-
sented for the 120 0 peak noise aft angle for the
approach power setting, A comparison of the pre-
dicted noise reduction of the core suppressors to
the duct results and the far-field results is then
ddmcuosed. Finally, time histories of tone cor-
rected perceived none levels (IMT's) are shown
for the configurations at the approach flight
condition.

centerline pressure ratio drops to 1.04. Tee split- 	 (?
ter boundary layer thickness is not excessive (about
1 cm), and the profile in reasonably smooth indica-
ting no flow separation, The splitter was designed 	

Yto split the flow evenly at takeoff power and seems
to be doing ,just that.

k
Presented in Fig, 11(a) in a comparison of tail-

pipe pressure loan factor, ( Pf, 5.6 - Pf,8.0)/Pf
'
 5,6,

as a function of corrected core engine speed for
configurations 2 and 3, These configurations, the
14ASA design with and without the splitter, have a	 F
total pressure loss factor of 0.015 at approach 	 I^
power. The turbine outlet flow Mach number is low
(about 0.27)(fig. ll(c)) and the swirl angle in high
(about 13°)(fig, 11(b) . At a corrected core speed
of 8300 rpm, the swirl angle ham decreased end the
effect of the small increase in flow Mach number (up	 f
to about 0.3) has not yet caused an increase in tot-
al pressure loss, co the pressure loss curve has a 	 .
"valley" (about 0.014), As core speed is increased
further to takeoff power, the increased flow Mach
number (about 0.50) causes an increase in pressure
loss. At takeoff power, the splitter of configure-
tfor. 2 causes an increase from the total pressure
loss factor of configuration 3 of 0,020 to about
0.026, an increase of 30 percent. These pressure
loss data are considerably higher than those losses
estimated by the engine contractor for configura-
tion 2.

A comparison of corrected net thrust as a func-
tion of corrected fan speed is presented in Fig. 12
for the baseline and the three suppressor config-
urations. The baseline and configurations 1 and 3
data fall on essentially one line. The penalty for
the splitter installation of configuration 2 is
readily apparent. At takeoff rating, the penalty
amounts to a decrement in corrected net thrust of
about 4 percent. A more significant concern, how-
ever, is the effect of configuration changes on
specific fuel consumption. This effect is illus-
trated next in Fig. 13. Corrected specific fuel
consumption (SFC) is plotted as a function of car-
^ected net thrust. Again the penalty for the split-
ter installation is apparent. The penalty in in-
creased SFC at takeoff amounts to about 6 percent.

y

Aerodynamic performance

Typical total -to-static pressure ratio profiles
at the turbine outlet station for both approach and
takeoff power settings are presented in Fig. D,
Pressure ratio is shown as a function of percent of
total annulus area measured from the outside to the
inside wall. At both approach and takeoff power,
the pressure ratio peaks at the center and falls off
more toward the inner wall than the outer wall.

Typical pressure ratio profiles obtained at the
nplitter outlet station for both approach and take-
off power settings are presented in Fig. 10. Total-
to-static pressure ratio behind the splitter is
shown as a function of distance from the centerline
of the splitter. At approach power, the pressure
ratio in the outside flow peonage drops from a value
of about 1.06 to 1.02 at the centerline. The inside
passage average pressure ratio is slightly lower

than 1 , 06 (about 1 . 05). This agrees with the trend
at the turbine outlet (previous figure) which she.-
ad a lower velocity in the inner flow passage. At
takeoff power, the inside and outside paecage aver-
age pressure ratios are about 1.16 and the nplitter

The effects of the splitter installation on
Quiet Engine "C" performance is somewhat amplified
by the use of the sonic inlet which is used to
minimize front radiated fan noise. The somewhat
lower inlet recovery produced by the sonic inlet in
comparison to a conventional inlet 4) causes an in-
crease in corrected SFC as corrected thrust is in-
creased beyond 75 percent of takeoff power (fig. 13),
and also causes the decrease in slope of corrected
thrust as a function of corrected fan speed (fig.
12). It is estimated that at takeoff power the
penalty in corrected SFC would be reduced from about
6 percent to 4-1/2 percent if a conventional inlet
has been utilized in this investigation.

The lose•a associated with the splitter could
be minimized in any new enp;ine development by de-
signing a new tailpipe to accommodate the splitter.
The splitter blocks approximately 8 percent of the
flo,: ,.rea and raises the surface Much number around
the nose of the splitter at takeoff to about 0.57.
A somewhat flatter turbine outlet flow profile and
less swirl ( both, of course, functions of engine
design) would also help reduce the losses reported
herein. Placement of the splitter downstream in a
larger flc- cross -section area would also reduce

{
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the aerodynamic losses. However, this would also
result in a lower noise reduction, according to the
acoustic design prediction method.

Acoustic performance

Duct sound mower level reduction. - The duct
microphone data which was taken with the baseline
and all three suppressor configurations in summa-
rized in Fig. 14, Sound power level reduction in
dB is shown as a function of 1/3-octave-band fre-
quency for the three configuratiouo for both ap-
proach (fig. 14(a)) and takeoff (fig. 14(b)) power
settings. As expected, at the approach power set-
ting, configuration 2 suppressea core noise over a
wide bend of frequency. The 2500-Hz 1/3-octave band
is suppressed 10 dB and the 6300 Hz band is cup-
pressed 13.5 dB, Even the 1000-fiz band is suppress-
ed by 6 dB and the 20,000 Hz band by 4.5 dB. In
contrast with this performance, configurations 1
and 3 have peak nuppression values of about 7 dB at
the 4000 Hz band. As would be expected, of the two
configurations, configuration 3 hoc better sup-
pression in the lower frequency bonds and config-
uration 1 has better suppreasion in the higher fre-
quency bonds. At takeoff power setting, configura-
tion 2 also provides reasonable suppression over the
entire bandwidth presented, with peak suppression of
12.5 at 10,000 Hz. Configurations 1 and 3 also chow
peak suppressions at 10,000 Hz of 10.5 and 6.5 dB,
respectively. The WL reductions achieved by the
three configurations at takeoff are lower than those
at approach. The acoustic design point was at ap-
proach power so that the flow conditions are non-
optimum at takeoff. A second reason for the lower
R4L reduction at takeoff, however, is that a Jet
nofne floor has been reached. This will be din-
cussed in come detail later in connection with the
far-field acoustic results.

Farfield sound pressure level reductions. - The
far-field AIL directivity data on a sideline are
presented in Figs. 15 and 16 for approach and take-
off power settings, respectively. The approach
power data are shown on a 114-m (375-ft) sideline as
a function of angle from the engine inlet. The
baseline noise peaks at angles of 50 0 and 1200 from
the inlet. Confll oration 2 reduces the baseline
noise by about 3.0 PNdB at 50 0 and 7.5 PNdB at 1200.
Configuration 3 reduces the noise about the same
amount an configuration 2 over the entire range of
angles. Configuration 1 reduces aft quadrant noise
about half as well as the other two configurations
but does little in the front quadrant. The behavior
of configurations 2 and 3 makes one suspect that a
noise floor has been reached. At any rate, the
engine equipped with either configuration 2 or 3 is
no longer aft-noise dominated at approach power.

The PDR, data at takeoff power are shown in Fig.
16 for a 305-m sideline as a function of angle from
the engine inlet. In addition, Jet noise calculated
by the method of Ref. 9 is shown for comparison.
The reductions in noise by all three configurations
are small in comparison to the reductions at ap-
proach power. The aft peak of the baseline config-
uration noise at 1200 is reduced by about 2 dB by
configurations 2 and 3. The reductions at the other
angles are also small. The reason is obvious when
the Jet noise floor is taken into account.

Shown in Fig. 17 is a comparison of 120 0 aft
angle 305-m sideline PNL values for the baseline and
three suppressor configurations as a function of

corrected fan speed. The calculated Jet noise is
shown for reference. The estimated aft fan noise
floor is also nhown. The trends at approach and
takeoff power settings have already been discussed
in connection with Figs. 15 and 16. The trends at
approach and takeoff are confirmed by the data
points at 55 and 75 percent corrected design fan
speed. Configuration 3 provides about the same
amount of suppression as configuration 2 over the
range of engine power settings tested. It appears
that aft fen noise and Jet noise are limiting the
apparent reduction achieved by configuration 2 at
takeoff and that aft fan noise alone constitutes a
floor at approach.

In order to appraise the suppressor configure-
tions on the basis of suppression of 1/3-octave-band
noise, Fig. 18 is presented. These sound pressure
level (SPL) data are for the 120 0 microphone at ap-
proach power setting extrapolated to a 114-m aide-
line. At frequencies between 1000 and 4000 Hz, con-
figurationc 2 and 3 suppress aft core noise equally
well. At frequencies above 4000 Hz configuration 2
shows the greatest suppression. Configuration 1
does not accomplish much suppression at all fre-
quencies in comparison to the others.

To further detail the comparison of these aup-
pressors at approach power setting, far-field 1200
microphone narrow band SFL data are presented in
Fig. 19 over a range of 10,000 Hz. Shown in Fig.
19(a) is the baseline spectrum. The first and sec-
ond stage law pressure (LP) turbine blade passing
frequency (BPP) tones are readily apparent at fre-
quencies of 6550 and 7200 Hz. This spectrum is re-
peated on Figs. 19(b), (c), and (d) so that the
suppression of the configurations over the range of
frequencies (10,000 Hz) can be noted. Displayed in
Fig. 19(b) is the -pectrum from con it-uration 2
chewing the effect of nozzle configuration on far-
field noise. As wan reported in Ref. 3 and as pre-
dicted in Ref. 6, the spectrum of the standard fan
nozzle (dashed) shows that "haystacking' did occur
between the fan harmonic tones at 5950 Hz and the
turbine tones emerging from the core. On the other
hand, the coplanar nozzle configur^tion narrow band
spectrum does contain clearly defined tones. The
M for both configurationn added up to about the
same level, however. The second stage turbine tone
for the coplanar nozzle in of higher amplitude than
the tone for the standard fan nozzle, as reported
in Ref. 3. It is reasonable that the turbine tones
emanating from the core nozzle are modulated by the
relatively larger eddies caused by the flow around
the core nozzle when the fan nozzle is short a=-
pared to very small eddies with a coplanar nozzle.

A comparison of the spl2tterless configurations
is presented in Fig. 19(c). Configuration 3 sup-
presses the noise better at frequencies between 1500
and 3900 and also suppresses the tones somewhat more
than configuration 1. The frequencies between 3900
and 5400 Hz is the only range where configuration 1
is better.

A comparison of configurations 2 and 3 is pre-
aentr.d in Fig. 19(d) to show the effect of the split-
'	 The two turbine tones were reduced by about
5 dB by the splitter. The GEL over the frequency
range between 4500 and 7400 shows Lxeater suppres-
sion by configuration 2. A clone examination of the
traces of configuration 2 shown that the fan BIT and
first two harmonics are starting to appear in the
narrow band data at a level above all other noise
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except for the second stage turbine tone. This
would suggest that, since the sound power contained
in that tone on a PNL basis is very small, the noise
floor in caused by the fan. In addition, the re-
duction in broadband noise at frequencies above
4500 Hz by configuration 2 means very little. Re-
ferring to Fig. 17 at low power settings, the great-
er suppression achieved by configuration 2 cannot be
measured on a Pa basis.

At takeoff power setting, the picture is simi-
lar. Presented in Fig. 20 is a narrowband plot of
SM. The fan BPF and first harmonic tones are above
the LP turbine first stage BPF tone. In addition,
the low frequency ,]et noise, determined according to
Ref. 9, is also starting to become dominant. The
noise floor has been reached and the good suppres-
sion at frequencies beyond 6000 Hz means little in
terms of PNL as shown in Fig. 17 at takeoff power
setting. Since the FM, directivity shown in Fig, 16
is aft dominated, it is obvious that jet amine and
aft fan noise are causing the floor.

Comparison with predictions. - In orde ko con-
sider the accisacy o£ the prediction methodt7),
sound pressure level reductions measured in the core
duct and in the far field at 1200 angle from the in-
let are presented as a function of 1/3-octave-band
frequency in Fig. 21 for all three suppressor con-
figurations at the approach power design point.
Configuration 1 sound pressure level reduction shown
in Fig. 21(a) shows relatively good agreement be-
tween the far-field and in-duct measurements. The
pure tone reductions taken from narrowbands of Fig.
19 are also shown by the tailed symbols. The pre-
diction overestimates the reduction over the fre-
quency bandwidth. The discussion in the "Core Sup-
pressor Design" section of the report should be re-
called at this point. The fact that the configura-
tion 1 liner is treated as "overdwmped" according to
the prediction method causes the broad "skirt" of
the prediction curve. Perhaps, since this predic-
tion is based on semiempiricism, these empirical
data should be considered for a possible modifica-
tion of the design method for the "overdamped" case,

Shown in Fig. 21(b) are the data for configure-
tion 2. In addition, an estimate of the aft fan
noise floor is shown based on Fig. 19(b). Here,
relatively good agreement exists between both kinds
of measurements and the prediction method. Even the
peak suppression predicted at 6300 Hz is confirmed
by the far-field data. The predicted peak suppres-
sion at 2500 Hz is not confirmed, due to the afore-
mentioned fan noise floor at this frequency (fig.
19(b)).

Presented in Fig. 21(c) are the data for con-
figuration 3. The same aft fee noise floor from
Fig. 21(b) is also shown. The agreement between the
measurements and the prediction is not as good as
that shown in Fig. 21(b). The far-field suppression
data, in fact, exceed the predicted suppression re-
sults and the measured in-duct suppression in the
frequency range from 1600 to 4000 Hz and in the 1/3-
octave bands of 6300 and 8000 Hz. A conclusion from
the data presented in Fig. 21 is that the prediction
method of Ref. 7 in a useful tool, but that improve-
ments for off-optimum (overdamped) liner cases
should be considered..

Effect an flyover noise, - A comparison of the
approach time histories of tone corrected perceived
noise levels (PNLT'a), of the various configurations

are presented in Fig. 22. These data were calcula-
ted from the far-field measured noise data assuming
a Tour-engine B707/DC8 type of approach with an al-
titude of 114 m (375 ft) over the obnerver'a station.
Effective Perceived Noise Levels (EPHL's) are also
shown for each time history in terms of Effective
Perceived Noise decibels (EMB's).

Recall that the jet noise does not constitute
a noise floor at this power setting, and therefore,
no relative velocity corrections were needed in the
calculation. Very little reduction in 1NLT, and
therefore, EMS was accomplished by configuratiwn

Configurations 2 and 3 both show good reductions
in PMT equivalent to reductions of 2 and 3 EPNdB.
Here, the fan noise floor apparently limits the re-
duction of EPNdB. Even though configuration 2 ex-
hibited greater noise reduction than configuration 3
at frequencies above 4000 Hz (fig. 21), the advan-
tage does not influence lWL or EFNL values notice-
ably. Further reduction in fan noise would be re-
quired in order to perceive any small advantage in
configuration 2.

Summary of Important Conclusions

1. The splltter associated with configuration 2
resulted in a penalty of about 4 percent in threat
at rated takeoff corrected fan speed. The mooci-
ated penalty in specific fuel consumption was about
6 percent. A conventional inlet could reduce the
SFC lose to 4 percent. For application to my new
engine development, the flow Mach number in the tail-
pipe would have to be decreased to minimize these
loosen.

2. At the maximum noise aft angle of 120 0 on a
114-m (375-ft) sideline at approach power, a re-
duction of 3,0 ME was shown by configuration 1.
A reduction of 7.5 ME was credited to configura-
tion 2, and 7.0 PNdB to configuration 3.

3. The turbine tones were suppressed somewhat
by configurations 1 and 3. Configuration 2, as it
should have, did the beat job in suppressing the
turbine tones.

4. The use of a coplanar nozzle allows more
accurate measurement of tones emanating from the
core without the usual "hayntmking" effect of the
mixing zone produced by a more conventional short
fan nozzle.

S. The sound reduction level determined with
the tailpipe probes was essentially in agreement
with the far-field sound pressure level data.

6. In the comparison of 1/3-octave-band pre-
dicted noise reduction with the far-field. data at
the maximum noise aft angle of 1200, configuration
3 exceeded thedesign goal and, in fact, produced
almost as much acoustic suppression on a PNdB basin
as did configuration 2, without any aerodynamic per-
formance loss. Configuration 2 did give substan-
tially larger suppression of the higher frequency
sound including turbine tones as it was designed to
do; however, the reduction at these frequencies did
not contribute appreciably to reducing the PWL level
due to the encroachment of the fan noise floor.

7. Time histories of approach flyover noise in-
dicate that a reduction of 0.5 EPNdB was achieved by
configuration 1. Configurations 2 and 3 Save re-
ductions of about 3 EMS.
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Appendix A

Details of Berrien Method

The aerodynamic design of the tailpipe with the
splitter installation was the result of an iterative
annlyuiqq upping the streamtube curvature computer
program` 101. The design objectives were to conform
to the geometric constraints and to minimize loads
and losses associated with the splitter.

The estimated hot no-zle contour without the
nplitter was first analyzed with "SIC" (Streamtube
Calculation program). The program utilized inlet
total pressure and temperature profiles. A nplitter
was then placed in the strewn Be that it was alined
with the no-splitter streamline pattern. Tentative
leading and trailing contours were placed on the
center section so that the leading and trailing
points were along the sane streamline. This wan
done to avoid having to iterate in STC to find the
correct flow split and to minimize axial forces.
Several contours were tried in obtaining a smooth
Mach number distribution. The NASA-1/ellipse con-
tour was finally chosen.

Using the Mach number distribution from STC,
the boundary layer displacement thickness wan cal-
culated and added to the hard contour. This new
contour was then run through STC to obtain final
Mach distribution. These distributions were then
used in a boundary layer program to calculate fric-
tion drag and separation functon (Modified Strat-
ford separation function( 11-131. Separation was def-
initely not indicated whether on the upper leading
edge or the trailing contour. The critical value of
F(x) was Just being reached at the trailing edge.

Total pressure loss due to friction was ob-
tained by adjusting drag -aluen calculated by the
boundary layer program in order to account for the
increased drag of acoustically treated surfaces.
The procedure wan to increase drag calculated in the
program by the ratio 0.375 x (Atreated/Atotal) for
each flow surface. Losses due to support struts
were determined by the method of Ref. 14. Eight
NASA-0015 struts were assumed. Calculated losses
(%A,PT/Pf) at takeoff are summarized in the following
table

Area at station 8.0, =2 4194 5484

Wall and splitter friction
Strut profile and friction
Strut interference

Total

0,680
,012
.018

0.840
,017
.025

0.710 0.882

Add 10% for turns, gaps, etc, .78 .97

It should be noted that all of the above re-
sults are, for all practical purposes, independent
of strut location.

Aouendix B

Engine Hardware Denim and Fabrication

acoustic splitter. Early in the design phase it was
clear that the acoustic splitter was the moat dif-
ficult part to be resigned. Also, the previous ex-
perience in generating configuration 1 hardware
could be applied to the new design.

Basically the walls consisted of single layer
honeycomb sandwich conical structures furnace brazed
into a single conical piece. Each piece was bolted
together with sufficient body-bound (interference
fit) bolts to ensure structural rigidity. A com-
plete structural, thermal, and vibratory analysis
was performed. The analysis considered gas loading,
maneuver loading, and stress due to thermal grad-
ienta through the honeycomb thickness. Of the three,
thermal gradients was the primary stress contributor.
Finally, a local buckling failure analysis was per-
formed.

For the acoustic splitter, analysis was per-
formed with special emphasis on the mounting strata
attaching the acoustic splitter to the wall. Eight
equally spaced radial airfoil shaped struts were
selected with the struts tilted forward from the
inner circumference to the leading edge of the
acoustic aplitter as shown in Fig. 4. This strut
configuration was selected because it minimized
thermal stresses without complicating the fabrica-
tion procedure. The aerodynamic leading edge of the
splitter was hollowed out to reduce weight and ther-
mal stress. Also a significant weight reduction was
achieved by maintaining honeycomb structure to the
trailing edge.

The entire structure, including lace chests and
the thin-foil resistance-welded honeycomb core, was
fabricated from Inconel 625 alloy. This nickel-base
alloy has very good high temperature strength in the
10000 F range and has excellent formability. The
braze alloy, AMS 4777, was selected as the high tem-
perature (1900 0 F range) brazing alloy because of
its compatibility with Inconel 625, its ability to
be welded after brazing, and its ability to bridge
smn11 gaps as well as create reasonably large
filleta.

The technology for forming, assembling, and
brazing complex high temperature alloy honeycomb
sandwich structures is well established in several
companies within the United States. Each company
has different techniques, varies its approach, but
the outcome is the some - a continuous, homogeneous
sandwich structure. The most significant aspects of
producing high quality brazed honeycomb sandwich
structure was the utilization of manufacturing pro-
cedures which naid attention to cleanliness as well
as precision process control in the production of
each component. Thin was followed by careful in-
opcetion of the brazing operation by X-ray tech-
niques and "coin-tapping" to ensure that there were
no defective braze areas. Finally with each honey-
comb sandwict. to be furnace brazed, an identical
sandwich test specimen was included for flatwise
tensile tests to assure that the brazing cycle pro-
duced a quality assembly.

r
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Figure 1.	 Engine Noise Test Facility plot plan showing thrust stand,
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Figure 2. - Engine noise test facility at Lewis Research Center. View of
Quiet Engine "C" installation showing the sonic inlet used to quiet
inlet fan noise.
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Fiuurc	 - Contractor-designed core suppressor for NASA Quiet
Engine "C". (Configuration 1. )
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BOTH TREATMENTS HAVE FACE PLATE
THICKivL'SSES OF 0.08 cm AND HOLE
SIZES OF 0.19 cm IN DIAMETER

(a) SCHEMATIC OF CONFIGURATION 2 (WITHOUT SPLITTER. CONFIGURATION 31.
Figure 4. - NASA designed core suppressor for NASA Quiet Engine "C".
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Figure 5. - NOY-weighted 113-octave-band spectrum far-
field baseline data showing noise reduction goal. 1200
microphone extrapolated to 114-m sideline at approach
power.
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Figure 7. - Quiet Engine "C", cross section of fully suppressed configuration showing core suppressor

configuration 1 installed.
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